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Wireless Security and Privacy: Best Practices and Design TechniquesAddison Wesley, 2002
The trick to sound security is to begin early, know your threats,... design for  security, and subject your design to thorough objective risk analyses and  testing. This book will help."—From the Foreword by Gary McGraw, CTO of Cigital,  and coauthor of Building Secure...
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Queueing Networks and Markov Chains: Modeling and Performance Evaluation with Computer Science ApplicationsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2006
Critically acclaimed text for computer performance analysis—now in its second edition
    

    The Second Edition of this now-classic text provides a current and thorough treatment of queueing systems, queueing networks, continuous and discrete-time Markov chains, and simulation. Thoroughly updated with...
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Scheduling in Real-Time SystemsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2002
Real-time computing plays a vital role in ultra-reliable and safety-critical applications in fields as diverse as flight control, telecommunication systems, nuclear plant supervision and surgical operation monitoring. Providing a comprehensive overview, this book examines the most significant real-time scheduling policies in use today....
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Robust Signal Processing for Wireless Communications (Foundations in Signal Processing, Communications and Networking)Springer, 2007
Optimization of adaptive signal processing algorithms for wireless communications is based on a model of the underlying propagation channel. In practice, this model is never known perfectly. For example, its parameters have to be estimated and are only known with significant errors.
In this book, a systematic treatment of this practical design...
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The Official Photodex Guide to ProShowCourse Technology PTR, 2008
With the amazing, easy-to-use features of ProShow, you can create polished multimedia productions that sizzle! Presentations are a growing part of everyday life, from the conference room to the living room, and today’s viewers want presentations that pop. "The Official Photodex® Guide to ProShow®" is the solution. A...
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Cabling: The Complete Guide to Copper and Fiber-Optic NetworkingSybex, 2009
Two books in one! Complete coverage of data cabling and fiber optics makes this the most comprehensive cabling book on the market

With the growing demand for fiber optics in large-scale communications networks, network professionals need complete, up-to-the-minute information. The fourth edition of this popular guide provides you with...
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Blog Theory: Feedback and Capture in the Circuits of DrivePolity, 2010

	The challenge of this book is thinking critically about media practices in a setting where they are fast, fun, and ubiquitous. As an avowedly engaged and political approach to thought, critical theory of any sort encounters challenges. Attempting to analyze and intervene in the present, it nonetheless adopts a backward gaze, an idea G.W.F....
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Scientific and Statistical Database Management: 23rd International Conference, SSDBM 2011Springer, 2011

	Welcome to the proceedings of the 23rd International Conference on Scientific
	and Statistical Database Management held in Portland, Oregon, where it celebrated
	its 30th birthday. The first incarnation of SSDBM (then called the Workshop
	on Statistical Database Management) took place in Menlo Park, California,
	in December 1981. Since...
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International Assignments: An Integration of Strategy, Research, and PracticeLawrence Erlbaum Associates, 2004
Although the authors of this book and I approach the strategic challenges of globalization
from different perspectives, we've come to a similar conclusion: that the
"people" imperative is often overlooked when companies decide to enter new
countries or world regions. Stroh, Black, Mendenhall, and Gregersen base their...
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Wireless Internet Handbook: Technologies, Standards, and ApplicationsAuerbach Publications, 2003
Wireless applications are definitely the next big thing in communications. Millions of people around the world use the Internet every day—to stay in touch with remote locations, follow the stock market, keep up with the news, check the weather, make travel plans, conduct business, shop, entertain themselves, and learn. The logical next...
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Millimeter Wave Technology in Wireless PAN, LAN, and MAN (Wireless Networks and Mobile Communications)Auerbach Publications, 2008
Driven by the demand for high-data-rate, millimeter wave technologies with broad bandwidth are being explored in high-speed wireless communications. These technologies include gigabit wireless personal area networks (WPAN), high-speed wireless local area networks (WLAN), and high-speed wireless metropolitan area networks (WMAN). As a result of this...
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Fixed-Mobile Wireless Networks Convergence: Technologies, Solutions, ServicesCambridge University Press, 2008
This practical book is for anyone who needs to understand the solutions that allow multimedia communications between mobile networks and fixed wireless communications. It presents the fundamentals of individual fixed and mobile wireless technologies in terms of architectures, standards, management capabilities and quality of service issues, is...
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